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The growing social awareness across the globe has brought a number of issues to the fore among which gender equality and 

empowerment of women are very significant. Discrimination against women in the form of male-female differentiation constitutes the 
core of the gender biased system. Education is the biggest liberating force and rise in the levels of education, which nourishes 
progressive outlook, and the advent of industrialization and modernization has effected a sea change in the attitudes and thinking 
pattern of the people. The empowerment is not essentially political, in the fact; political empowerment will not succeed in the absence 
of economic empowerment. The schemes of women empowerment in India  
Beti Bachao Beti Padhao Scheme, One Stop Centre Scheme,  Women Helpline Scheme, UJJAWALA : A Comprehensive Scheme for 
Prevention of trafficking and Rescue, Rehabilitation and Re-integration of Victims of Trafficking and Commercial Sexual 
Exploitation,  Working Women Hostel, Ministry approves new projects under Ujjawala Scheme and continues existing projects, 
SWADHAR Greh (A Scheme for Women in Difficult Circumstances), NARI SHAKTI PURASKAR,  Awardees of Stree Shakti 
Puruskar, 2014 & Awardees of Nari Shakti Puruskar,  Awardees of Rajya Mahila Samman & Zila Mahila Samman, Mahila Shakti 
Kendras (MSK), NIRBHAYA, Mahila police Volunteers  etc., secondary education through the India has transferred the real 
economic power to the hands of women and has considerably reduced their dependence on men. This has helped in empowerment of 
women and building self confidence, but lack of education often comes in the way and many a times they have to seek help from their 
husbands for day to day work viz; bank accounts, etc. secondary education provides an opportunity to these women to improve their 
knowledge and skills. 
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Introduction 
 

India is world‘s second most populated nation only after China. Unless and until all the younger population are involved and their 
potentials are tapped a nation cannot be transformed into a developed nation. But female population is always overlooked in terms of their 
access to resources available in any society. If half of the population is denied access to resources and social services like health, education, 
training and development for various reasons it will surely make them lag behind. For the all-round development of the nation we should 
include women in the mainstream by providing an unrestricted equal access to all the resources available in any society. The various 
strategies intended for mainstreaming women can be termed as empowerment of women. Education, in a broad sense, essentially involves 
penning the mind, enhancing self-esteem and self-confidence, building a sense of positive self-worth, accessing information and tools of 
knowledge and acquiring the ability to negotiate this unequal and unjust world from a position of strength. The role of educating women will 
facilitate social and economic progress. Education can be explain in broadcasting sense of development of women by giving them access to 
productive employment in future. Improvement in education can not only expect to enhance efficiency but also enhance the overall quality of 
life. The National Educational system will play a positive interventionist role in the empowerment of women. Education considers the 
highest priority as a central instrument for achieving rapid and inclusive growth. Women in developed countries enjoy their life with equal 
right and freedom but women from developing countries are still fighting to get equal right and liberty. In India women is considered as 
weaker section of the society. They are isolated from the decision making process in the family. They have been exploited at all levels in the 
society. This can be seen through the social discrimination, economic discrimination, gender discrimination and political discrimination and 
so on. This discrimination can be reduced through the educational empowerment of women the role and status of women had been highly 
influenced by the social and cultural labeling. 
History of Women Education in India: The history of women education in India has long history; it starts from the religious 
background to during British period and modern era of India, the main stages of women education in India as follows:  
Indian Women Education during Vedic Period: During Vedic period the women were considered as complementary of man. She 
has the equal status as man. They had full rights for their education but, maximum education was done at their homes. This was the 
earlier condition of education of women in Vedic Period. Afterwards the women education was neglected. There was no arrangement 
for their education in Gurukul. 
Indian Women Education during Buddhist Period: In the beginning of Buddhist Period the women education was neglected. When 
Mahatma Buddha allowed the ladies monk in Vihara then the women education flourished. They lived separately. The Acharya 
lectured them in the presence of special monk or monks. During Buddhist Period the women education was available to the high caste 
women. The general and low caste women have zero education. 
Indian Women Education during Muslim Period: During Muslim Period the women education did not flourish because of Parda 
System .The daughters of Islam could not rise to the standard of perfection their preceptors had attained. The low age girls could go to 
Maktab and could have education but for higher education, the guardians had to do arrangement at their homes for their education that 
is for the instruction of girls, there were separate schools but usually they received their education in their own houses or in those of 
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their teachers, living in close proximity. Sometimes learned men of advanced age and often learned ladies of tried merits and school 
mistress were employed for this purpose. The higher education’s for women were only available to higher class families and royal 
families. During Muslim period only individual hard labour and economic status were responsible for higher education of women. 
During this period , when a girl commenced her studies  in a Maktab at that time she was made to read the Zarfishani to her parents, 
who made rich parents to the honored Ustad in an assemblage called for this purpose. This was known as the Maktab Ceremony. But 
altogether women education was neglected during this period. 
Indian Women Education during British Period: The East India Company did not consider it necessary to educate the fair sex, 
perhaps because lady clerks or officers were not required for administrative purposes. At the same time, a variety of odd superstitions 
held back girls education. Thus William Adams wrote about female education in 1838. “All the established native institutions of 
education exist for the benefit of the male sex only, and the whole of the female sex is systematically consigned to ignorance and left 
wholly without even the semblance of a provision for their instruction.”  During the Company’s rule there was no separate state 
Schools for girls and hardly a few girls were attending boys’ schools. Most of the Girls School was run by missionaries and a few by 
private bodies. In 1851, the Protestant Missions were conducting 86 boarding schools and 285 day schools for girls with an enrollment 
of 2274 and 8919 respectively. According to the Educational Dispatch of 1854, the total number of girls’ school was 256 in Madras 
(Chennai), 65 in Bombay (Mumbai), 288 in Bengal and 17 in North Western Provinces. 
From 1857 to 1902: The Indian Education Commission of 1882, while examining the question of girls education remarked “Female 
education is still in an extremely backward condition and needs to be fostered in every legitimate way.”  It recommended that it should 
receive a larger share of public funds. As a result, state funds were spent more freely on girls’ education. There was a sharp rise in 
private efforts also. Owing to these two factors girls’ education progressed. This was especially noticeable amongst Europeanized 
communities’ vizBrahmoSamaj, the Parsees and the Christians. 
From 1902 to 1917: But very son the feeling of passive apathy was changed into active sympathy owing to sentimental and material 
causes. The Education Departments also took some active steps and devised new plans for spreading education viz., separate schools 
for girls were started. Arrangements of conveyance for taking girls to schools were made. Inspectors were appointed, favorable grants 
were given to private girls schools, and steps were taken to attract ladies to the teaching profession. 
The above steps gave a great encouragement to girls’ education. In 1984, Mrs. Annie Besant established the Central Hindu Girls 
School at Banaras (Varanasi) with the object of importing Western Education to girls quite separately from boys in a modernized 
school of Hinduism. In 1916 the first Medical College lady Hardinge College, Delhi was established for the fairer sex in the country. 
The Women (SNDT) University was also established in the same year. In 1917 there were 12 arts colleges, four professionals’ 
colleges and 166 secondary schools for girls. The majority of girls however did not continue their studies in schools for a long period. 
From 1917 to 1947:  During this period development of women education took place very rapidly. At the time of Independence, there 
were thirty thousand Institutions related with women education and approximately fifty lakhs women were getting education from 
these Institutions’. 
Indian Women Education during Modern Period: After Independence revolutionary changes came into the field of women 
education .Many committees and commissions were established for the welfare of women and their education, namely 
i. DurgaBaiDeshmukh Committee 1958, 
ii. HansaMehata Committee1964, 
iii. National Policy on Education 1986. 

There is considerable expansion in educational facilities for women all over the country at all levels. Major emphasis is given 
on women participation in vocational, technical and professional education at different levels. The special emphasis was lead on the 
removal of disparities and equalization of opportunity to women for attending their specific needs in acquiring education. Various 
steps were taken by State Governments and Central Government to remove prejudice and complexes present in Indian Women in 
acquiring education.  During Modern Period women education has become a revolution. Now the women are present in the every field 
of education. The knowledge explosion has made them universal. During this period the women education has been treated at par with 
the men. They have equal opportunities and facilities for them. More facilities have been given to them by the governments. The 
Railway Budget 2000-2001 introduced in the LokSabha by then Railway minister Miss Mamta Banerjee has provision of free pass to 
girls’ student to attend their colleges and schools up to the level of class XII. The government is seriously thinking of making girls 
education free up to the level of graduate. In this period the women education is far ahead in comparison to their Vedic Period. 

Women empowerment is a tool of development not only of women but also of whole families and thereby a nation. Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru said, “To awaken the people, it is women who must be awaken; once she is on the move, the family moves, the 
village moves and the nation moves.” Education empowers women more effectively which would help to abolish gender inequality, 
develop their potentials, increase social and economic return, improve the quality of life, produce educated and healthy children and 
reduce fertility and mortality rates. Education is key to empowering women’s participation in decision making in democracy, dynamic 
transformation of society and shaping the destiny of future generations. Swami Vivekananda said “There is no chance for the welfare 
of the world unless the condition of women is improved.” It is education which can do so by empowering women. In spite of 
constitutional guarantees, enactment of laws, efforts by the government through various schemes and programs and U.N.O‟s 
directives, the equal status of women in India is not still achieved up to the desired goals after 68 years of Independence. Hence 
education can be used as powerful tool to help the women to understand the constitutional directives and legislative provisions for 
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reducing women’s exploitation and negligence upon them, to reduce the gender gap in literacy levels, to create awareness about the 
existing social problems and to fight for fulfillment of the basic amenities and welfare of the community. Education helps to enable 
women to exercise their rights on equal footing with men and participate in national development. “Education is the milestone of 
women empowerment because it enables them to respond to the challenges, to confront their traditional role and change their life.” 
The target of becoming superpower, a developed country by 2020 will be achieved only when the women of India will be empowered 
through education. The National Policy of Education (1986) has emphasized the need of women education for their effective 
participation in social and economic activities. The NPE, 1986 has stated, “Education will be used as an agent of basic change in the 
status of women. 
Challenges of Women Empowerment 
The main obstacles that go against the way of women empowerment in India may be summed up as follows:  
1. Gender discrimination 
2. Lack of proper educational program 
3. Female infanticide 
4. Atrocities on women  
5. Child marriage and dowry system 
6. Financial constraints.  
7. Patriarchal order and the subordinate status of women 
8. Lack of health care and safety 
9. Professional inequality, particularly workplace harassment 
10. Inequality in sharing the burden of households work 

It is also noted that the gender inequality is related to social and economic structure, traditional attitude towards women, 
economic insecurity and negligence of men and lack of sincere efforts of all concerned. 
Role of Secondary Education in Achieving Women Empowerment 

In spite of constitutional guarantees, legislative provisions, judiciary mandate and administrative efforts, the women 
empowerment in India is still lacking in some areas. Mere enactment of laws and chalking out of schemes are not much effective for 
women empowerment. Hence secondary education is needed for this. The National Curriculum Framework of Women pointed out, 
“Secondary Education of women is an important key to improving health, nutrition and education in the family and also empowering 
them to participate in decision making”. Moreover secondary education enables women not only to acquire knowledge but also help 
them to achieve economic security, self-confidence, vocational and technical skills and guidance, good health and safety, courage and 
inner-strength to face challenges in every spheres of life and enable them to play equal role as men in nation-building. Education can 
be used as a tool for reduction of inequalities and gender bias so that women can move from weak position to execute their power or 
capabilities in society. The National Policy for the Empowerment of Women, 2001 stated, “Equal access to education for women and 
girls will be ensured, special measures will be taken to eliminate discrimination, universalize education, eradicate illiteracy and create 
gender sensitive educational system, increase enrolment and retention rates of girls and improve the quality of education to facilitate 
lifelong learning as well as development of vocational or technical skills of women.” Hence some practical steps should be taken as 
follows:  
 Different types of educational institutions should be established exclusively for women in the state.  
 Traditional evil norms and practices, such as child marriage child labor, dowry system, child prostitution, polygamy and female 

feticides should be strictly banned by enforcing laws and creating public awareness. 
 The government should provide a package of educational grants, such as „Kanyashri‟ of women and concessions in the form of 

providing free books, uniform, mid-day meals, scholarships, cycles and so on for enrolment for more girls and reducing the drop 
out students, especially from marginalized families of BPL.  

 The efforts of Govt. and N.G.O.‟s will be co ordinate in respect of implementation of schemes and programs for empowerment of 
women. Better facilities of health care, sanitation and medication should be provided to women. The judiciary should look after 
the molestation cases with special care and transparency. 
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